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ABSTRACT
Aperture probes of scanning near-field optical microscopes (SNOM) offer resolution which is limited by a sum
of the aperture diameter at the tip of a tapered waveguide probe and twice the skin depth in metal used for
coating. An increase of resolution requires a decrease of the aperture diameter. However, due to low energy
throughput of such probes aperture diameters usually are larger than 50 nm. A groove structure at fiber
core–metal coating interface for photon–to–plasmon conversion enhances the energy throughput 5-fold for Al
coated probes and 30-fold for Au coated probes due to lower losses in the metal. However, gold coated probes
have lower resolution, first due to light coupling from the core to plasmons at the outside of the metal coating,
and second due to the skin depth being larger than for Al. Here we report on the impact of a metal bilayer
of constant thickness for coating aperture SNOM probes. The purpose of the bilayer of two metals of which
the outer one is aluminum and the inner is a noble metal is to assure low losses, hence larger transmission.
Using body-of-revolution finite-difference time-domain simulations we analyze properties of probes without
corrugations to measure the impact of using a metal bilayer and choose an optimum bi-metal configuration.
Additionally we investigate how this type of metalization works in the case of grooved probes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Optical device minutarization requires measurement and fabrication tools for production, inspection and
characterization at the nanoscale. Among these tools are nano-photonic structures for guiding and trapping
of light, plasmonic sensors for bio- and chemical sensing, field enhancing structures for nanolithography
and others. Device inspection requires nanometer size resolution which can be achieved with atomic force
and scanning tunneling microscopy in vacuum, but not so under normal conditions with visible light for
which these structures are designed. At visible frequencies e.g. confocal and scanning probe microscopy are
capable of analyzing samples at resolution better than a plasmon wavelength. Of particular interest is the
scanning optical near-field microscope (SNOM)1 with aperture probes, as it may be used for measurements of
electric and/or magnetic2, 3 field components in e.g. photonic crystal cavities,4, 5 optical imaging of biological
samples,6 direct measurements of surface plasmon-polaritons (SPPs),7 nano-scale Raman and IR spectroscopy
for chemical analysis,8 optical trapping9–11 and others.
Aperture probes have a tapered dielectric core and are covered by a thin metal layer save for its tip, thus
forming an aperture. The reason for metalization is light confinement, as otherwise the electromagnetic field
would leak out of the dielectric core. In a metal-clad cylindrical dielectric waveguide light may propagte only
if the radius is large enough and as soon as it falls below a certain value – the cut-off diameter – the imaginary
part of the effective refractive index grows to large values and the fields experience an exponential decrease
untill they reach the aperture. However, by the time they reach the end of the probe the fields fall to values
on the order of 10−5 and typically smaller than 10−7 . Of course, the smaller the aperture is (thus better
resolution), the weaker is the emission.
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Figure 1. Models of aperture probes for SNOM: (a) commercially available aluminum coated with aperture
radius r, coating thickness h; (b) bi-metal coated probe with inner hi and outer ho thick layers; (c) bimetal coated probe with one groove of dimension l + 2d by d located at position z from the aperture; (d)
bi-metal coated probe with sinusoidal grating of period Λ and modulation D similar to ones fabricated
using a modified Turner method.
Resolution ∆r offered by SNOM is determined by two factors, namely the radius of the aperture r – over
which we have some degree of control – and the skin depth a defined as a distance over which the electric
field decreases by e in metal and is the metal’s inherent property. Thus, ∆r = 2r + 2a. According to
measurements by Wang et al.12 of silver films the skin depth is almost constant in the NIR and the long
wavelength part of the visible spectrum and is slightly larger than 10 nm. Aluminum, due to higher losses and
a larger negative real part of permittivity, has a smaller skin depth than Ag and thus is the metal of choice
of SNOM probe coating. As the skin depth depends on the material paremeters of the coating layer the way
of improving SNOM resolution leads via an aperture decrease. However, high resolution SNOM probes with
apertures smaller than 50 nm are characterized by very low energy throughput, what requires an enhancement
in energy throughput before increasing resolution. Recent examples of such pursuits include e.g. work by
Imura et al. who report anomalous light transmission when a gold disk is placed in front of subwavelength
apertures.13 Previously developed ways of achieving this condition include modification of the taper angle,14
nanopatterning the aperture area into bow-ties15 and I-shapes16 or structuring the core–coating interface to
facilitate plasmon excitation17–20 using noble metals as coating.
The use of noble metals for lower losses in corrugated plasmonic SNOM probes20 allows for large transmission
enhancement reaching 5 and 30 times that of classical probes for Al and Au coatings, respectively. A downside
to using coating metals like silver or gold is that due to a larger skin depth the resolution decreases a little
compared to Al-coating or, in the worst case, light tunneling through the coating may be large enough to
outweigh te signal emitted by the aperture. In the latter situation the resolution decreases to the diameter of
the outer metal-air interface. Thus, corrugated plasmonic SNOM probes have a trade-off between transmission
enhancement and resolution decrease due to a larger skin depth.
In this technical report we consider the impact of a metal bilayer of constant thickness for coating aperture
SNOM probes. The bilayer consists of two metals of which the outer one is aluminum and the inner is a

noble metal for assuring low losses, hence larger transmission. Using body-of-revolution finite-difference timedomain simulations (BOR FDTD) we analyze transmission spectra of probes without corrugations to measure
the impact of using a metal bilayer. Next, we investigate how this type of metalization works in the case of
grooved probes.

2. APERTURE SCANNING NEAR-FIELD OPTICAL MICROSCOPE PROBES
An unmodified SNOM probe is modeled as a dielectric cone with a half-angle α = 20◦ with a varying aperture
diameter 2r. In simulations we neglect the dielectric cladding an focus on photon–plasmon coupling in the
tapered single mode optical fiber of 3µm core diameter. The core is considered to be dispersionless with
permittivity  = 2.1 and is coated with a single metal layer h nm thick. Such a basic structure is shown in
Fig. 1a. The first modification we introduce is a change of the sinlge layer into two of thicknesses hi and ho ,
inner and outer respectively, keeping the total thickness constant (h = hi + ho ). The outer metal is always
aluminum and the inner layer may be silver, gold or copper and its thickness is varied from zero to h. A probe
with an intermediate values of hi and ho is shown in Fig. 1b.
The bi-metal coating is applied also to corrugated probes. In our work we consider two types of corrugated
structures: with a single oval groove20 that may be milled in the core using focused ion beam or a set of
quasi-sinusoidal grooves shown in Fig. 1c and d, respectively. The first type of structured probes is defined
by three parameters: position z relative to the aperture, length l and depth d, with l and z measured along
the axis of symmetry OZ. The sinusoidal grating of the second is determined by its period Λ and modulation
depth of D = 50 nm.

3. FINITE-DIFFERENCE TIME-DOMAIN SIMULATIONS
We calculate the properties of bi-metal aperture SNOM probes without and with corrugations using the
FDTD method,21 which allows for treatement of virtually any structure. However, this comes at the price of
very large ccomputer resource requirements when simulating three-dimensional structures. There are many
tricks that may be used to lessen needed memory space, for example unstructured grids, adaptive grids. Here,
we take advantage of the fact that the probes have cylindrical symmetry, what enables us to use the Body of
Revolution formalism to reduce the simulation two dimensions in the longitudinal and radial directions. We
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where m is the azimuthal mode number. This analytical dependence on m is incorporated into the FDTD code
and to calculate the full properties one needs to calculate the interaction of subsequent decomposition elements
with the probe. Fortunately, a Gaussian beam has only one nonzero element of the Fourier decomposition
for m = 1. We use an in-house code22 with Drude and Drude-Lorentz dispersion models and a convolution
Perfectly Matched Layer21 to absorb scattered radiation. Use of the FDTD method allows for computation of
the whole desired spectrum in one simulation as a result of using an ultrashort pulse as an excitation signal
and utilization of the Fourier Transform (FT).
We use aluminum, copper, silver, and gold as coating materials. The Drude model is used for Al and Ag,
omitting the third term in Eq. 3, while the Drude-Lorentz model is employed for Cu and Au to describe their
dispersion characteristics, especially increase of absorption due to interband transitions
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with parameters listed in Table 1. The parameters are fitted to experimental data from Johnson and Christy23
for copper, silver, and gold and from Ordal et al.24 for aluminum for wavelengths λ in the range 400–700 nm.
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Figure 2. (a) Real <() and (b) imaginary =() parts of permittivity values for copper in red, gold in green,
and aluminum in blue. Markers show experimental data from Johnson and Christy23 and Ordal et al.,24
lines show fitted dispersion curves.
In Fig. 2 we present experimental data points taken from the two papers along with our calculated dispersion
curves.

4. PROPERTIES OF UNSTRUNCTURED BI-METAL COATED PROBES
We analyse two parameters of SNOM probes: transmission efficiency and resolution calculated as the FWHM
of the emitted radiation. Both parameters are measured 10 nm from the aperture where we record the
temporal EM-field evolution and using the FT calculate radial profiles in the wavelength range of 400–700
nm. The raw data is processed to show transmission enhancement of bi-metal coated probes over those coated
only with aluminum. We define normalized transmission (a.k.a. transmission enhancement) as T |x
T (λ; hi )|x =

T (λ; hi )|x
,
T0 (λ)|Al

(4)

where T0 (λ)|Al is a reference transmission through a pure Al-coated probe, T (λ; hi )|x – transmission through
a bi-metal probe with inner layer thickness hi , and x indicates the inner metal Ag, Cu, Au. This procedure
is carried out for a varying split of the total thickness h into the inner hi and outer ho layers. Unless noted
otherwise, the normalization is always carried out for the same aperture radius, i.e. T and T0 are calculated
for probes with the same aperture size.
Table 1. Drude and Drude-Lorentz model parameters of metals used in simulations.
material
aluminum copper
gold
silver
∞
4.39
6.34
7.7
4.61
ωp /2π [THz] 3282.7
2195.4
2242.6
2260.6
Γ/2π [THz]
160.6
16.7
0.001
7.88
∆l
2.62
2.105
ωl /2π [THz]
674.34
720.02
δ/2π [THz]
151.04
131.94

Figure 3. Transmission enhancement in bi-metal coated probes as function of inner metal type and thickness
hi ∈ [0; 100] nm for wavelengths λ ∈ [400; 700] nm. Aperture radius is 25 nm in (a), (c), (e) and 15 nm
in (b), (d), (f). The inner layer is silver for (a) and (b), gold for (c) and (d), and copper for (e) and (f).

Figure 4. Resolution of bi-metal coated probes as function of inner metal type and thickness hi ∈ [0; 100] nm
for wavelengths λ ∈ [400; 700] nm. Aperture radius is 25 nm in (b), (d) and 15 nm in (a), (c), (e). The
inner layer is silver for (a), gold for (b) and (c), and copper for (d) and (e).
Figure 3 shows the transmission enhancement from using an increasing thickness of the inner nobel metal
thickness for two aperture diameters. As expected, a metal with lower losses than aluminum increases the
energy efficiency and this enhancement is larger for smaller apertures. We also note that a Fabry-Perot
interference pattern of plasmon waves can be observed in the enhancement maps. This resonance is more
pronounced for the smaller aperture and intensifies as the inner metal thickness increases. Also, subsequent
maxima and minima are located at the same wavelengths for both radii. Plasmons launched on the metal
surface surrounding the aperture are partially reflected back at the end of the coating and to a lesser extent
at the metal interfaces reinforcing the fields in the aperture. This effect naturally depends on the total metal
thickness which dictates the phase of the returning wave and interference with the field incident from the
inside of the probe. For probes with an increasing noble metal content plasmons experience a decrease in loss
and the interference becomes increasingly stronger. The interference is also visible in the resolution maps in
Fig. 4. The decrease of the aperture diameter increases resolution by about 20 nm for a pure Al coated probe
which has high losses (bottom line of all subplots for thickness 0 nm) and offers negligible transmission for
r = 15 nm. Use of nobel metals increases transmission by up to 200 times, but at the same time decreases
resolution. The best results are obtained for a copper inside layer which increases the spot size by only 5 nm
compared to a pure aluminum probe over a wide wavelength range, while probes with silver and gold can
only be used in narrower ranges. However, for probes tailor-made for selected wavelengths they offer a larger
transmission enhancement than copper.

5. PROPERTIES OF CORRUGATED BI-METAL COATED PROBES
The analysis of corrugated bi-metal coated probes is carried out in a similiar way as for unstructured ones
with one major difference. In this section we look only at probes with a decreased aperture radius (r = 15

Figure 5. Transmission (a), (c), (e), (g) and resolution (b), (d), (f), (h) of Cu/Al coated probes (r = 15 nm)
with one groove as function of groove position z for wavelengths λ ∈ [400; 700] nm. Copper thickness hi
is 0 nm in (a), (b), 10 nm in (c), (d), 40 nm in (e), (f), and 60 nm in (g), (h). Transmission is normalized
to that of a pure Al coated unstructured r = 25 nm probe.
nm), but normalize transmission to that of a pure Al coated 50 nm diameter probe. This is because we want
to show that a probe with better resolution can have transmission comparable or even larger than that of
a probe with worse resolution. We are interested in probes capable of working in a wide spectral range, so
based on the results presented in the previous section we choose copper as the inner metal for further analysis.
Also, we analyze a wide range of parameters and show results only for selected cases. To the main scanned
parameter – the inner metal thickness – we add one additional for each of the two types of corrugated cores.
In the case of probes with one groove we vary the position z of the groove relative to the position of the
aperture from 300 to 1400 nm with a step of 50 nm and for probes with a sinusoidal grating its lattice period
L from 700 to 1200 nm with a step of 50 nm.

5.1 Probes with one groove
A full analysis of enhancement and resolution of single-grooved probes with a uniform metal coating was
described by us elsewhere20 and will be very briefly recalled here. The groove scatteres light inside the probe
into plasmons which propagate towards the aperture and this scattering is most effective when z is matched

to the cut-off, so optimum z depends on the wavelength in terms of scattering efficiency. Depending on
the groove–aperture separation z a standing wave may form increasing or decreasing transmission. Also, z
determines cumulative losses of plasmons propagating to the aperture from the groove and the best position
is determined by a trade-off between metal dispersion and propagation length.
In Fig. 5 we present transmission enhancement and resolution obtained from simulations for a copper inner
metal layer for a probe with an aperture radius r = 15 nm. In the first row the inner layer is zero i.e.
the coating is made of pure aluminum. The enhancement trend is similar to that in our previous paper,20
although here the transmission values are lower due to normalization versus a r = 25 nm probe. As the
copper layer increases, the transmission enhancement increases very quickly even for thin layers reaching 1
for 10 nm of Cu, 7 for 40 nm of Cu, and 11 for 60 nm of Cu. Also, a redshift of maximum enhancement is
observed which results from a position z vs. losses tradeoff.20 We note here, that 10 nm of copper and one
groove are enough to increase transmission to the level of a much larger aperture. Naturally, a thicker layer
pushes the enhancement to even higher values, although at a cost of decreasing resolution. For 10 nm of Cu
resolution is approximately the same as of a pure Al r = 15 nm probe (better than 50 nm) with the exception

Figure 6. Transmission (a), (c), (e), (g) and resolution (b), (d), (f), (h) of Cu/Al coated probes (r = 15 nm)
with a sinusoidal groove lattice as function of groove periodicity L for wavelengths λ ∈ [400; 700] nm.
Copper thickness hi is 0 nm in (a), (b), 30 nm in (c), (d), 60 nm in (e), (f), and 90 nm in (g), (h).
Transmission is normalized to that of a pure Al coated unstructured r = 25 nm probe.

of wavelengths larger than 630 nm. For greater thicknesses resolution is decreased by approximately 5 nm
(up to about 55 nm), what is still better than for the larger probe with offers 70 nm resolution.

5.2 Probes with a sinusoidal grating
The second type of structure at the core–metal interface is a sinusoidal grating which can be fabricated by
etching optical fibers with a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) written in the core. We have not yet carried
out a full numerical investigation of such gratings, so the results presented here are not optimised and serve
only to indicate possibilities offered by combining a bi-metal cladding with a DBR probe. However, we have
analysed previously other types of gratings17, 18 and those general results are valid for these modified gratings,
though not exactly. Here, in addition to the inner metal thickness hi we vary the groove periodicity L.
Figure 6 presents transmission enhancement and resolution of Cu/Al coated probes with a sinusoidal grating
of the core–coating interface. As with single-groove probes, these results are normalized to those of a pure Al
probe with an aperture radius of r = 25 nm. Pure Al coated probes (Fig. 6a,b) have poor energy efficiency, as
expected, but offer resolution on the order of 48 nm. When the copper layer thickness increases transmission
increases and the maximum redshifts due to dispersion (see the imaginary part of permittivity in Fig. 3), but
is accompanied by a decrease of resolution by 3 nm. However, in the spectral range where transmission is
large, the spot size is about the same as for a pure Al probe. To match the efficiency of larger probes we need
to have at least 50 nm copper. This change increases transmission – the increase is the larger the thicker is
the copper layer, but does not worsen resolution within the area of large transmission while hi < 100 nm.

5.3 Impact of an inner metal layer
An addition of a noble metal layer between the core and the outer aluminum cladding allows for and increase of
transmission. This increase translates into a shrinckage of the aperture diameter and resolution enhancement.
Use of two layers (with the outer being aluminum) has an advantage over pure noble metal cladding that it
limits tunneling of light through the coating. It keeps resolution from decreasing due to a strong signal on the
outside metal – surrounding medium interface, what can be observed for pure low-loss metal coatings. While
the increase due to a bi-layer and corrugations was shown here only for copper, similar results are observed
for gold and silver, though in the latter case the working wavelength range is somewhat limited.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this report we analysed the impact of a bilayer consisting of an inner low dissipation metal (Ag, Au, Cu)
layer and an outer aluminum layer on the transmission efficiency and resolution of aperture SNOM probes.
The analysis was carried out using BOR-FDTD simulations in which we analyzed transmission spectra of
various kinds of probes without and with corrugations of the core–coating interface. Results show that
corrugations together with an inner copper layer allow for a considerable resolution increase while keeping the
energy throughput at a comparable level to that of a probe with a larger spot size.
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